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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the existence of very complicated solutions to the 
difference-differential equation 
i(t) = f(x(t - 1)) - ax(t). (1.1) 
Here f: R + R denotes some (nonlinear) function, a a positive constant, 
t E R is the independent variable, x E R the dependent variable, and 1= 
dx/dt. The investigation is motivated (i) by the applications Eq. (1.1) has 
found in several areas of applied sciences and (ii) by the observation of 
intensely structured periodic and aperiodic oscillations in numerical 
simulations. For a certain class of nonlinearities f we show that these 
structures are not numerical artefacts but properties of the solution manifold 
of Eq. (1.1). In the applications Eq. (1.1) has been used to explain normal 
and pathological behavior of control systems in the physiology of blood cell 
production and respiration [ 7, 8, 10, 111 and periodic [2] or irregular [S] 
activity in neural networks. Computer simulations to Eq. (1.1) may be found 
in [3]. The mathematical analysis of this equation so far has been restricted 
to prove the existence of slowly oscillating, simple periodic solutions 
[ 1, 4, 61. A periodic solution is called slowly oscillating if successive 
* Work performed for the research project “StabilitBtsgrenzen biologischer Systeme” of the 
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inflection points are spaced apart by at least the length of the delay (here 
normalized to 1). It is called simple if there is exactly one maximum within 
one smallest period. 
Equation (1.1) is in some sense a continuous version of the difference 
equation 
Z nt 1 = g(z,h (1.2) 
n E N, g: R + R continuous, z, E R. This may be seen most easily when 
(1.1) is written as XX!(~) +x(t) = g(x(t - 1)) and E + 0. In their paper [9] Li 
and Yorke proved that Eq. (1.2) displays chaos if there is some r E R such 
that 
g’(r) < r < g(r) < t?(r). (1.3) 
They defined chaos to be present if Eq. (1.2) has infinitely many periodic 
solutions with different periods and if additionally there is an uncountable set 
S c R such that 
i 
lim sup I g”(p) - g”(q)1 > 0 n-cc 
if P, 4 E S, p f 4 
(LY) ‘, 
liF+&f I g”(p) - dYq)l = 0 
and 
lim sup 
n-m I g”(P) - >o if p E S and if 
I is periodic. 
It is precisely this type of chaos we shall prove to exist for the continuous 
Eq. (1. l), too: For suitable f there is a subset of initial conditions such that 
the corresponding solutions x(t), t > 0, oscillate around some level a. The 
values t, where x(t) = a, form a sequence (a,),, ,,* ,,,, , 0 < a, < a,, , such 
that (m,),,,,, ,,,. with m, = azn - aZn-, obeys a difference equation 
exhibiting chaos in the sense of Li and Yorke (compare Theorem 5). 
However, our result is not so much related to criterion (1.3) in its original 
form but to the generalization of Marotto [ 121 who proved chaos for maps 
g: R” -+ R” with fixed points i which are snap-back repellers. This condition 
includes the existence of a homoclinic solution (g”(zT)nez such that .5# Z; 
g”(zT + I as n -+ --co, g”(zy = I for n > n,, with some n, E N. 
Indeed we shall solve the problem for the functional differential equation 
(1.1) by constructing a solution (later on called ~a) which is homoclinic to 
an unstable periodic orbit, and stays on the periodic orbit for t in some 
unbounded interval in R +. We obtain a Poincare map T on a one- 
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dimensional subset in the state space C of continuous functions on 1-1, OJ, 
with homoclinic solution (T”((P)),,~, a, the initial value ~21 [-l,O]. 
Technically, this is made possible by the choice of the nonlinearity f in 
Eq. (1.1) close to a step function but nevertheless smooth. 
The criterion to be used then for T (in terms of a coordinate) is an easy 
consequence of arguments due to Li, Yorke and Marotto, but for maps which 
do not let their domain invariant: 
THEOREM 1. Let I, U be disjoint compact intervals offinite length. Let a 
map g : I u U -+ R be given with g(I) EJ Z U II. Assume 1 dg/dx/ > 1 on I, and 
that g / U is a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of the fixed point of g 
in I. 
Then there exists n, E N such that the maximal positively invariant set 
M c I v U contains periodic orbits of every length n > n,, and an uncoun- 
table set S c M without periodic orbits which satisfies (LY). 
For a proof, see [ 131. The method has already been successful for the 
somewhat simpler equation 
i(t) = f (x(t - 1)) 
investigated by one of the authors [ 131. However, the term ax(t) depending 
on presence generates many peculiarities and difftculties, all the more the 
paper demonstrates the broader applicability of the technique and that chaos 
is not bound to special equations. Moreover the treatment of Eq. (1.1) 
appears urgent in view of its relevance in applied sciences. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Throughout the paper a, a, b, c, d, 6 E R are constants satisfying 
0 < a, 0<6<a<l, 1 + 6 < b < c/u, d<O. 
Let f: R -+ R be a continuous function having the following properties: 
f(x) = 0 if x<a--6 or l+d<x<b 
=C if a<x<l 
=d if b + 6 < x. 
On each of the intervals (a - 6, a), (1, 1 + S), (6, b + 6) the function f is 
assumed to satisfy 
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FIGURE 1 
f(x) = c . g,((x - u + 4/a) if a-b<x<a 
= c * g,(( 1 + 6 -x)/6) if l<x<1+6 
= d . gd(x - bY4 if b<x<b+b, 
where gi : [0, 1 ] -+ [0, 1 ] are continuous, monotone functions obeying 
g,(O) = 0, g,(l) = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3. 
We study solutions of the differential-delay equation 
i(t) = j-(x@ - 1)) - ax(c). P-1) 
An initial condition to (2.1) is a function q E C = C([-1, 0]), the space of 
continuous functions v: I-1, 0] + R with supremum-norm. 
The formal integration of Eq. (2.1) 
x(t) = x(to) epactpto) + fe -act-s’f(x(s - 1)) ds (2.2) 
. h7 
(t > t,) shows that any initial condition v, determines a unique solution 
x=x,: 1-1, co)+ R such that 
xl,-LO, =rp, x obeys (2.1) for all t > 0. 
It is easy to see that d/a < v, < c/a implies d/a <x(t) < c/a for all t > 0. 
With 
y = c/a 
Eq. (2.2) implies 
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x(t) =x(&J e-a(r-fO) if x(s- l)<a-6 
= y + (x(tJ - y) epa(f+‘o) if a<x(s- l)< 1 
=X(to)e-““-kl’ if l+d<x(s- l)<b 
=++ (x(~o)-~)e~““~‘o’ if b+6<x(s+ 1) 
for all s E [t,, t]. (2.3) 
Let the numbers q1 = ~~(6) > 0 and q2 = q,(s) > 0 be defined by 
a - 6 = a . exp(-cq,), 
u = y + (a - 6 - y) exp(-ay,). 
Observe that 
VIP0 and 112-+0 as 6+0. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The investigation is restricted to the following set D c C of initial conditions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let rl, + vz < 1. (DE D if and only if the following 
conditions hold 
(0 do) = a, 
(ii) q(t) = y + (a - y) exp(--at) ift E [-r12, 01, 
(iii) there is a number u E [ql + q2, 1 ] such that 
q(t) = a exp(--a[t - (-II)]) if t E [-?A --u + q,], 
(iv) u<(p(t)< 1 iftE [-1,-v] 
(v) P(l><U-6 ifte [-u+v,,-v21. 
FIGURE 2 
The properties of D induce a continuous map 
v: D+ [VI + 112, 11, V(q) = u. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let x, y be the solutions corresponding to rp, w E D, 
respectively. If V(q) = V(w), then x(t) = y(t) for all t > 0. 
Proof. Formulas (2.2) and (2.3) imply 
x(t) = y + (a - y) exp(-at) for t E [0, 1 - v], (2.7) 
x(t) =x(1 - 21) exp(--cr[t - (1 - v)]) + E,(t) 
for tE[l-v,l-v+$,], (2.8) 
where 
where 
Wtl=j:_ue -“(‘-s’f(u exp(-a[s - (-v) - I])) ds, (2.9) 
x(t)=x(l-v++,)exp(--a[t-(1-v+q,)]) 
for tE [I-v+n,, l--nrlz], (2.10) 
x(t) = ~(1 - v2) exp(--aIt - (1 - vJ1) + W) 
for tE [l --Vrlz, 11, (2.11) 
E,(t) = f eea(‘-‘)f(y + (a - y) e-a(s-“) ds. (2.12) 
-1 -‘I2 
The same formulas hold for y. Therefore, x(t) = y(t) for t E [0, 11, hence 
x(t) = y(t) for all t > 0. Q.E.D. 
3. UNSTABLE PERIODIC SOLUTION AND POINCAR~: MAP 
Throughout this section we assume 
Condition 1. Defining y = c/a and p = (y - a)/(~ - 1) let 
l+y(l-C’)<peP”<a, 
and let 6 be sufftciently small. 
(3.1) 
The latter condition means that there is 6, > 0 such that all subsequent 
assertions hold for all 6 E (0, 6,). 
LEMMA 3.1. There are numbers v1 = v,(6), v2 = v,(d), q1 + r2 < v, < 
v2 < 1, such that cp E D, v, < V(q) = v < vz implies 
a ,< x(t) < 1 for tE [O,l -v+ql]. (3.2) 
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Additionally 
lim vr= l- 
6+0 
+ 1% /A lim v2 = 1. 
S-0 
(3.3) 
Proof. Let v, E D. According to (2.7) the solution x =x, satisfies (3.2) 
for t E [0, 1 - 211 iff 
i.e., iff 
x(1 -v)=r+(a-Y)exp(-a[1 -v])< 1, (3.4) 
II> 1 +ogp. 
For t E [ 1 -v, 1 - v + rr] Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) imply 
I 
x(l-v)~(a-6)/a~x(t),<x(l-v)+E,(t)~x(l-v)+~,c. (3.5) 
If v increases from 1 - (l/a) logp to 1, then x(1 - v) decreases from 1 to a. 
Because of (2.6) and the second inequality in (3.1) there are uniquely deter- 
mined numbers v,, v2 such that 
a-6 
x( 1 - 21,) . 7 = a, 
-. 
a-6--q,c. y-a 
(3.6) 
X(1-u,)+‘lr.c= a 
y-a+6 
< 1. 
These numbers atisfy (3.2) and (3.3). Q.E.D. 
FIGURE 3 
LEMMA 3.2. For all v, E V’([v,, v,]) 
x(t) < a - 6 if t E [l - v2, 11. (3.7) 
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$; u1 - -!- log a. --t a 
ProoJ: Let ~1 E V’([v,, ~~1). Because of (2.8) and (2.6) 
a-6 
x(1 -u+‘I1)=x(l -v)- 
a + K,, 
the constant 
satisfying 
a-6 
K,<-. c * Vl and a 
ty K, = 0. * 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
For t E [ 1 - u + ]I,, 1 - ~~1 the solution x obeys (2.10). Hence 
X( 1 - v2) = x( 1 - 21 + r],) exp(-au) 5 . 
y-a+6 
y-a ’ 
(3.10) 
According to (2. I 1) 
x(t) < x(1 - %I + v2 * c for tE [l --v2, I]. (3.11) 
x( 1 - vz) is a decreasing function of u (since x( 1 - u) is decreasing). Hence 
with (3.10), (3.8) and (3.9) 
a-6 
~(1 - v2) + v2 . c G (x(1 - ul> + crl,) - . e -au, 
a 
. J--a+6 a 
a-6 y-a 
+ flzc- 
Inequality (3.4) and Condition 1 @e-= < 1) imply 
e-av’ < a. 
Therefore 
(3.12) 
X(l--*)+~Z’C~(X(l--U1)+C~,)a 
y--a+6 
y--a 
+q2c=a-6, (3.13) 
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the equality following from the choice (3.6) of 0,. The lemma results from 
(3.11) and (3.13). Q.E.D. 
By the preceding lemmas we know that every solution x corresponding to 
an initial condition v, E V-‘([u,, u,]) has the following property: 
There is a time t = a, = a,(u), 0 <a, < I, such that 
x(a,) = a and x(t) = ae-““-al’ for tE [a,,~, +~r]. 
Since 
Eq. (2.10) implies 
1 - v + v, <a, < 1 - v2, (3.14) 
a,=I--u+l]l+~log x(1-v+rld 
a a ’ 
(3.15) 
c1r is a decreasing function of v. 
LEMMA 3.3. There is a number v3 = v,(6), v, < vj < v2, such that for all 
0 E v-‘([v, 3 4)) 
x(a, + 1) > a 
and 
X(Ul + I)=a for q E V-‘(v,). 
Proof: Let v, E V-‘([v,, v2]). Since 
x(t) E 1% 1 I for t E [0, a,], 
x(t) = y + (x(1) - y)e-*“-I’ for tE [l, 1 +a,]. 
Because of (3.10), (2.1 l), and (2.5) 
x(l)=x(l-‘12)Y-a+S +K2$ 
y-a 
1 
0 
K2= easf(y + (a - y) e -““) ds 
-‘12 
satisfying lim 6+o ~~ = 0. As a function of v 
x(1 +~2,)=r-(Y--x(l))e-“~~ 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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is strictly decreasing. Therefore, a number v3 wirh property (3.16) exists iff 
41 + a,> ID, > a, (3.20) 
where the left-hand side denoted the value x( 1 + a,) of any solution x = x, 
with v, E V-‘(II,), and a, = a,(~,). 
Since U, = v,(6) and since lim,,, x(1 + a,)l,,, exists, inequality (3.20) 
holds for sufficiently small 6 > 0 if 
ljy) x(1 + a,)l,l > a. (3.21) 
Because of (3.8), (3.6), and 
u =x(l _ uI + ~l)e-a(alrl~-lw) 
we have 
Hence 
by x(1 + u,)l,:, = i_mo [y - (y-x(l)) ue-““p“l’] 
= ‘,‘y [y - (y - e-““I) aep”(‘-“l’] 
--t 
= ljm, [y - ue-“(ye”“’ - l)]. 
--t 
Therefore by use of (3.3) condition (3.21) is equivalent to 
y/u > 1+1:*-e-“, 
Y--a 
which follows from the first part of Condition 1. Hence (3.16) is proved. A 
number uj = ~~(8) E (u,, UJ satisfying both (3.16) and (3.17) exists provided 
l&i”, x(u, + 1)1,, < a. 
Indeed this limit euals a . exp(--a), as lim,,, v, = 1. 
Let 
I= [V,,VJl. 
Q.E.D. 
(3.22) 
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It follows from (3.7) and (3.16)-(3.18) that for each 9E V-‘(Z) there is a 
unique time t = a, E (1, 1 + a, 1 such that ~(a,) = a. Obviously 
a,= 1 fllog y-x(? 
a Y-a 
We are now able to define a “Poincare map” 
T: V-‘(Z)+D 
in the following way: 
If x, denotes the solution corresponding to 9 E VP ‘(I), define 
~4) = T(9)(f) = ~,(a, + t), t E [-LO]. (3.24) 
Because of the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and formulas (2.10), (3.18) indeed 
T9 E D. Closely related to T is the function F: Z + (0, 11, given by 
F(u) = V(T(9)) = a, -a, (3.25) 
where CI~ = a,(v), a2 = U*(U) are the first and second positive times, respec- 
tively, when the solution corresponding to 9, V(9) = u, has the value a. 
LEMMA 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof: 
successive 
3.4. The function F satisfies 
F(uJ = 1, 
bz F(u,) = 1 +-lo- log(a(y -pe-“)(Y - l)/(y - a)‘) 
= tz u1 + + log(a(y -pee”)/(y - a)), 
(3.26) 
Z>l $8 is sufficiently small. 
(i) is trivial since a2(uj) = 1 + ai( To prove (ii) observe that 
application of (3.15), (2.6), (3.3), (3.8), (3.6) yields 
1 y-a ty a,(ul)=;log--. -+ a y-l 
Hence (ii) follows from (3.2.5), (3.23) and the fact that lim,,, x(1)1,, = 
(y - a) e-*/(y - 1) (see (3.3), (3.6), and (3.10)). 
F(u) = a2 - Q 1 = i log (3.27) 
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Previous calculations ((2.1 l), (3.10), (3.8) (3.4)) show that x(1) and 
x(1 - u - q,) are differentiable and strictly decreasing with respect to u, 
which implies (iii). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let Condition 1 hold. Then the function F has a unique 
fixed point up. The solution xp corresponding to the initial condition qp = T(o 
with (o E D, V(p) = v,, is periodic with minimalperiod az(vp), 1 < az(vp) < 2. 
The periodic solution xp is unstable. 
Proof. It follows from the first inequality of Condition 1 that 
Lemma 3.4 implies the unique existence of v,, F(v,) = u,. Hence the 
existence of the unstable periodic solution x,, follows from Tty E D for 
v/E V-‘(Z), Proposition 1 and aF/av > 1. Q.E.D. 
We are now able to restrict T to a one-dimensional subset Xc C( [ - 1, 0]), 
which is locally invariant. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let X = T(V-‘(I)). Then VI, is a homeomorphism from X 
to [Fv 1, 1 ] = F(Z), and T(X n V-‘(Z)) = X. 
ProojI V(T(V’(Z)) = F(V(V-‘(I))) = F(Z). VJ, is injective as a conse- 
quence of Proposition 1 and of Lemma 3.4(iii); V is continuous by 
definition. Q.E.D. 
4. FURTHER,MORE COMPLEX PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
For simplicity the investigation is restricted to the following set of 
parameters: 
Condition 2. Let 6 be positive and sufficiently small, 
a > log 4, a = epa12, c = (1 + a) a, b = 1 + a - a”‘. (4.1) 
Condition 2 is assumed to hold throughout Sections 4-6. All conclusions of 
the preceding section hold since Condition 2 implies Condition 1. Note that 
y=z=l+a, 
y-l 1 =-=a 
’ 
(4.2) a 7-a P 
py v,=f, ‘,‘“o F(v,) = 0. (4.3) 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let w = w(6) E (F(v,), F(vl) + S) c R\I. Let 49 E X, 
V(p) = w. Then the corresponding solution y = x, satisfies 
(i) y(l/2) = 1, y(1 - w) = y - eea(lew), lim,,, y(1) = y-a*, 
(ii) 1 + 6 < y(t) < yfor t E [ 1 - w, 11, 
(iii) y(t) = y-e-“’ for t E [0, l/2 + ~~1, where q3 is given by 
Y(1/2 + v3) = 1 + 6, 
(iv) y(t) = y + (y(1) - y) epactp”for t E [ 1,3/2]. 
Proof: By y(t) = y -e-“’ for O< t < 1 - w (see (2.3)) and w* 0 as 
6 + 0 we obtain y(l/2) = 1, y(1 - w) = y - epn(‘-“” > 1, and (iii) for 6 
suffkiently small. Further, (iv) follows from (2.3) by a < y(s - 1) < 1 for 
1 < s < 3/2. Using (2.8t(2.10) and 1 + 6 < y(1 - w) < y we find (ii) for 6 
small enough, and lim,,, y(1) = y - a*. Q.E.D. 
,..“.. 
Y 
b 
1+S 
1 
FIGURE 4 
We now rely for the first time on conditions for b. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let y be the solution in Lemma 4.1. Then 
max y(t) < b < 
tE[1I*.ll re,3,i%+n,l 4’(c) -& 
Proof. y is increasing in [ l/2, 1 - w], decreasing in [ 1 - w + q,, 1 - ~~1. 
Moreover (a-6)a-‘y(l-w)<y(t)~y(l-w)+~1~ in [I -w, 
1 - w + a,] (see (3.5)) and, according to (3.10) and (3.1 l), 
y(t) < Y(l - w + VI) + ‘?2c for tE [l -q2, 11. 
Similarly 
~(4 > ~(3/2) ev--ad for f E [3/2, 3/2 + v3]. 
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Since W, q,, q2, q3+0,y(l -~)-+y--a’, and 
y(3/2) + y + (y - a2 - y) - exp(-a/2) = y - a3 as 6- 0, (4.4) 
the lemma is obtained. Q.E.D. 
In the interval [ 1, 3/2] the solution y is strictly increasing according to 
y(t) = y + (y(l) - y) em”‘“‘, TV 11, 3/21, (4.5) 
from a value below b to a value above b. Hence there is a unique 
b, E (1, 3/2) satisfying y(b,) = b. 
As 6 + 0, y( 1) -+ y - a2. Therefore (4.5) implies 
(4.6) 
Since 1 + 6 < y(t) < b for t E [l/2 + q3, b,], the solution obeys 
~4) = v(t + Ir3> ew(-alt - t - v3 I) for tE [++v3,b, + l] (4.7) 
LEMMA 4.3. The solution y determined in Lemma 4.1 satisfies 
y(b,+ l)<a-6. 
Prooj We have 
~(3 + v3) = y(;) eman3 
3/2+n.\ 
+! e 
-a(3/2+r)~~s)f(~- e-u(S-l))ds, 
312 
see Lemma 4.l(iii). By (4.5) we find y(3/2 + u3) + y - a3 as 6 --t 0. NOW 
(4.7), (4.6) and a < l/2 yield 
by y(b, + 1) = (y - a”) exp(-a . 3/4) = (1 + a -a’) a3’2 < a.Q.E.D. * 
Because of (4.7) and the last two lemmas there are unique numbers b, = 
b,(w, S), e, = e,(w, 6) a, = a,(~, 6) in the interval (3/2 + v3, b, + 1) with 
y@,) = b, AelI = 1, Y@l) = a, b,<e, <a,. 
Up to the time t = 6, + 1 the solution y does not depend on the value of d. In 
the situations where the dependence on d requires attention we shall write y, 
instead of y. 
LEMMA 4.4. For all d < 0 
yd(t) < y&t) = y(b, + 1) e-a(‘-hlm’), t E [b, + 1, e, + 1 - vhl, 
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tjh satisfying 1 = (1 + 6) exp(-ar],). Moreover y,(e, + 1 - II,) depends 
continuously on d. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Define q4 by b + 6 = y + (b - y) exp(-cry,). For t E 
[b, + 1, 6, + 1 + r4] the inequality of the lemma follows from yd(t) = 
y(b, + 1) exp(-a(t - b, - 1)) + Ed(t), where 
E.df) = f e-‘+p)j-(y + (b _ y) e-+b,r’)) ds, 
bl+l 
since f(x) < 0 for x > 6. For the same t the equality follows from f(x) = 0 if 
x > b and d = 0. Obviously y,(b, + 1 f v4) is continuous with respect to d. 
In a similar way, using (2.3) and (2.2), the lemma is proved for t E 
[b, + 1 + q4, b, + 1 - ~~1, vs defined by b = (b + S) exp(-ay,), then for t E 
[b, + 1 - q5, 6, + 11, and finally for t E [b, + 1, e, + 1 - v,]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. Foralld<O 
yd(t) < ye(t) = y,,(e, + 1 - q6) e-a(f-elpl ‘w’ + E6(f), 
t E [e, + l - v6, el + ‘1, 
where 
Moreover y,(e, + 1) depends continuously on d. 
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ProojI The assertions follow similar to the previous lemma from 
yd(t) = y,(e, + 1 - rjs) e-“” PelP ’ +qo) + E6(t), 
t E ]e, + 1 - q6, e, + 11, (4.8) 
since ns and E,(t) do not depend on d. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. 
yd(f) = y + (y,(e, + 1) - y) e-““-el-l’ < y,(t), t E [e, + 1, a, + 11, (4.9) 
yd(a, + 1) is continuous with respect o d. 
LEMMA 4.7. The solution y, satisfies 
Y&) < a - f3 for t E [b, + 1, e, + 11, Y&, + 1) > a* 
Pro05 The first inequality results from Lemma 4.3, from ye(t) = y(t) for 
t ,< b, + 1, from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 and from the fact that E6(t) < cy,, 
q6 + 0 as 6 + 0. 
To establish the second inequality observe 
and that 
Y&I = ew(--a@ - e,)> for tE [e,,e, + 1 -rl,l, (4.10) 
hence 
‘,‘; y,(e) + 1) = exp(-a) = a*. 
This relation together with ~,(a, + 1) = y + (y,(e, t- 1) - y) e-a(al-el) (see 
(4.9)) implies 
lj”, y&z, + 1) = y + (a’ - r) a = 1 + u3 - u2 > a. Q.E.D. + 
LEMMA 4.8. 
lim 
d--m 
~,(a, + 1) = -co. (4.11) 
Proof: For t E [e, + 1, a, + 11, formula (4.9) holds. Since additionally a, 
and e, do not depend on d, relation (4.11) is valid if y,(e, + 1) + -co as 
d+ -co. This relation holds ify,(e, + 1 - vs) + -co as d- --a~ (because of 
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(4.8); q6 and E, are independent of d). Similarly the latter condition is 
satisfied if y,(b, + 1) + --co as d + -co. From the relations 
and 
y,(b, + 1 - q5) = $ + /yd(b, + 1 + v4) - +) exp(-4b2 - h - V5 - r/4)) 
(see (2.3)), it follows that 
y,(b2 + 1) <; cl _ e-a(b2-bl-ns-114))e-allJ 
hence y,(b, + 1) tends to -co as d + -co, completing the proof. Q.E.D. 
As a conclusion from Lemmas 4.6-4.8 there is a number d* < 0 such that 
Y,@, + 1) > a for d E (d*, 0] and yd*(a, + 1) = u. 
Since y,(e, + 1) < y,(e, + 1) < a - 6, to each d E [d*, 0] there corresponds 
a number a, = a,(d) such that 
e, + 1 < a, < a, + 1, Y,@,) = a. 
LEMMA 4.9. For all d E [d*, 0] the function wd : [-1, 0] --$ R defined by 
vd(t) = y,(u,(d) + t) is contained in D and 
VwJ = u,(d) - a,. 
ProoJ By Lemmas 4.3-4.7, yd(t) < a - 6 for t E (a, + q,, e, + 11. Since 
yd(t) = y(t) for t < b, + 1, a < y(d) < 1 for t E [e,, a,] and y, decays 
exponentially in [a,, a, + ~~1. Because of Lemma 4.6, v/d satisfies 
Definition 1 (ii). Since finally u2-e, > 1 and qvd) = 02 - a I < 
a, + 1 - a, = 1, the function vd has all properties to be contained in D. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.10. 
01 < Vlo) < up3 V(iy,*) = 1. 
ProoJ: The equality holds since u,(d*) = a, + 1. To prove the inequality 
it is enough to show 
505’47’2 Y 
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(so that F(V(v,,)) is defined) and 
WTvlJ) < VW,) 
(so that aF/av > 1 implies V(y/,,) < up). We have 
1 +a-a* 
t; V(wo)=~log u 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
becauseofV(v,)=a,-(e,+l)+(e,+l-a,), 
a = yo(a,) = eerrcaleel), ‘,‘y y,(e, + l)=a* 
(see (4.10)) and 
u = y,(u,)=y + (y,(e, + l)-y)e-acaz-ce’+“’ (see (4.9)). 
Also, 
iy v3 =; log 
u4+u3+u+1 
+ u5 + u4 + u3 + u* * 
This follows from 1 = F(v3) which gives 
e-“‘U3-v” =e-Q (Y -x(l)) a 
x(1 -u3+vJ' 
from (4.14) and from (3.4), (3.8), (3.10), (3.19) applied to solutions x =x, 
with V(p) = v3. Now 0 < a < l/2 and lim,,, vr = l/2 yield (4.12). 
To prove (4.13) let v’= V(wJ. Because of (3.27), F(6) < v’ for small 6 if 
a(1 +a-x(l))<x(l-6) for solutions x=x, with V(cp)=v’EZ. The last 
inequality is satisfied because (3.8), (3.4), (4.14), (3.10) and (3.19) imply 
and 
lj? x(l)=u(l -uZ+u3)/(1 +a--a*). Q.E.D. -a 
THEOREM 3. Let Condition 2 hold. Then for each number a > log 4 
there is a bounded sequence (d,(a))i, ,,2,,, of negtive numbers and an integer 
p(a) such that 
(i) if d = d,(a) then there is a periodic solution x = xi to Eq. (2.1) 
having p(a) + i maxima within one smallest period, 
(ii) us i + co the period of xi tends to 03. 
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Proof. Consider again the solution y, to the initial condition (o E X with 
V(q) = w E (F(u,), F(u,) + 8). Let v(k) = Fek(w), k E N. Since aF/h > 1, 
L’, < u(k) < v(k + 1), lim,,, u(k) = up. 
FIGURE 6 
Lemma 4.10 implies there is k, = k,(a) such that u(k) > V(vJ for all 
k>k,. 
Since V(V/~) = a,(d) - a, depends continuously on d E (d*, 01, 
Lemma 4.10 also implies that for each k > k, there is d = d,(a), i = 
k-k, + 1, obeying V(wd) = v(k). Fix a, k and d = d,(a). By v/~ E D 
(Lemma 4.9) and v(k) E I,..., v(l) E I, we obtain V(rk(vd)) = Fk(u(k)) = 
w = V(v). With a, E X, it follows tat rk(vd) = o. This implies that y, is 
periodic with minimal period uZck+ ,), where t = aj, j > 1, denotes the jth time 
such that yd(t) = u. 
FIGURE 7 
Since uzcj+ ,) - uzj > 1, 1 < j < k, the period is larger than k which implies 
(ii). Between 0 and u,there are two maxima, between a, and uZck+ r) there are 
k maxima, altogether k + 2. Therefore, (i) holds with p(a) = k, + 2. Q.E.D. 
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5. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION WHICH Is HOMOCLINIC 
TO A PERIODIC ORBIT 
Throughout this section let again Condition 2 be valid and let y, be the 
solution to (2.1) defined in Section 4 (for some fixed w as in Lemma 4.1). 
Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 show, since a,(d) depends continuously on d, that 
there is dE [d*, 0] such that 
The orbit of a function x solving (2.1) for all t E R is defined as the set 
{xl: t E W} c C, where xi(s) = x(t + s), -1 < s < 0. Equation (5.1) implies 
that ya,r is on the orbit of the unstable periodic solution xp for all 
t > a,(d) + 1. The function F allows to extend ya to a solution of (2.1) for all 
t E R in the following way: 
Let u0 = w, vk = Fek(v,), k E N. Obviously vk+ v, as k + 00 (see 
Lemma 3.4 and (4.3)). Choose pk E X such that V(p& = vk. Let x(k, t), 
t > 0, be the solution to rp, and t = aZk the second positive time with 
x(k,t)=a. Let tO=O, tk+l=tk-uZk, k E N,. Define ya(tk + t) = x(k, t) for 
k E N, t E [0, a,,], t, + t < -1. Then by construction ye solves (2.1) for all 
t E R as follows from Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 1. 
THEOREM 4. On Condition 2 for each a > log 4 there is a number 
d = d(a) such that the solution ydcnj is homoclinic to the periodic solution x,. 
Proof. With d(a) = d’ as above we show that the orbit of ya belongs both 
to the stable and unstable manifold of the orbit of x, (the unstable periodic 
solution determined in Section 3). The first assertion holds since y”d,( is on 
the orbit of x, for t > a,(J) + 1. The second assertion follows from 
~a,~,-’ q. as k -+ ~0. Q.E.D. 
6. EXISTENCE OF CHAOS 
In this section, 6 > 0, d = &a) and 6 = w = w(6) E (F(v,), F(v,) + 8) c 
R\I are held fixed. We extend the operator T, defined in Section 3, onto a 
one-dimensional neighborhood Nc X of the initial value y~,~ of the 
homoclinic solution. 
Note that for E > 0 sufficiently small, all solutions y = y, with initial 
value a, E X, w = V(p) E U := (6 - E, G + E) c (F(v,), F(v,) + 6) have all 
the properties described in Lemmas 4.1-4.3. Of course, the numbers b,, b,, 
e,, u, depend continuously on w E U. In addition the number a2 = a,(w) is 
well defined as the second positive time such that ~,,,(a,) = a, and is also 
continuous as a function of w E U. The graph of y, looks as in Figs. 4 and 
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5. Since d < 0, the segment y,,,, E D but not y,,,, E X. However, 
V(y+,,,) = up and the continuity of a,(w) - al(w) imply al(w) - a,(w) E I, 
F(a,(w) - a,(w)) E I, T(y,,,,) E X for w E U provided E is sufficiently 
small. For such c > 0 we define 
F(w) := F(a,(w) - u*(w)) for all w E Z-J, 
N := (I$-’ (U), T(p) := T(y,,,,J for v, E N with V(o) = w. 
(6.1) 
LEMMA 6.1. There is an open interval U c [0, l] such that G E U, 
U n Z = 0, U c F(Z) and such that (6.1) defines an extension of F onto 
U V Z satisfying 
(i) F(G) = up, F(U) c I, 
(ii) F is one-to-one on U, 
(iii) V(T(q)) = F( V(q)) for all cp E N. 
Proof. It remains to prove that for sufficiently small E > 0 the function F 
is injective. Because of aF/av > 1 on I, the latter assertion is true if 
a*(w) - al(w) is a strictly monotone function of w in a neighborhood of 6. If 
cp E X, V(o) = w E (6 - E, ~7 + E), then Lemmas 4.1-4.6 and formulas 
(4.4k(4.8) hold for the solution y = y(o) = y, (note d = d” and y, sometimes 
hastobereplacedbyy,).Sincea,-a,=u,-(e,+l)+l-(a,-e,)and 
a, -e, is independent of w (see Fig. 5), consider a, - (e, + l), e, = e,(w). 
Equation (4.9) implies 
a = y + (y,(q(w) + 1) - y)e~a(a2(~‘--el(w’-“. 
The proof is completed if y,(e,(w) + 1) is strictly monotone. Indeed, by 
straightforward calculations it can be shown successively that y,(t) is strictly 
increasing with respect to w for t = 1 - w, 1 - w + vi, 1 - q2, 1, 3/z, 
3/2 + q3, b,(w) + 1, b,(w) + 1 + n4, b, + 1 -v,, b, + 1, e, - v6 + 1, and 
finally for t = ei(w) + 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let Condition 2 hold. Then to each a > log 4 there 
corresponds a number d = d(a) such that there is u one-dimensional set 
Xc C of initial conditions to Eq. (2.1) containing subsets S c M c X with 
the following properties: 
(i) To each solution x,, v, E M, there corresponds a strictly 
increasing sequence (ai)i,,,,,,,, of positive numbers obeying x,(ui) = a, 
x,(t) f a for all positive t # ai, mi(p) = uIi - u2i-1 < 1, 
(ii) there are infinitely many periodic solutions having pairwise 
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d@erent periods, in particular there is a number n, such thatfor each n E N, 
n > n,, there is v, E M with x, periodic and 
m,(cd = m,W 
f mi(P) for i=2,3 ,..., n- 1, 
a2ll - a2 being the period of x,, 
(iii) S is uncountable, does not contain initial values of periodic 
solutions, and 
lim SUP 1 mi(v) - mi(l/I)l > 0 
n-m if % w E s, v, z v/, 
lirngf 1 m,(q) - mi(y)l = 0, 
lim SUP Imi(p) - mi(@)l > 0 
“-a, 
if cp E S, q E M and x4 periodic. 
Proof: Theorem 1 applies to a restriction of the map F of Lemma 6.1. V 
being a homeomorphism of X onto F(I) we obtain the theorem from V o T = 
F 0 V (Lemma 6.l(iii)). M is the preimage of the maximal positively 
invariant set for the restriction of F. Note that some segments .x~,~~~, (D E M, 
and distances mi(q) are not given by iterates Tj(rp) and Fj(v), respectively. 
For example, if cp E N and v, # y,,, then x0,(12 E D\X and m,(q) # F(V(cp)). 
Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof. An extension of this work is presented in U. an der Heiden and M. 
C. Mackey, The dynamics of production and destruction, J. Math. Eiol., in press. 
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